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1                        PROCEEDINGS

2         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Pursuant to Section 9-201(c)

3    of the Public Utilities Act and Section 200.850 of

4    the Commission's Administrative Rules, I now convene

5    oral argument before the Illinois Commerce Commission

6    in Docket Number 12-0001.  This is Ameren's rate case

7    amended pursuant to Section 16-108.5 of the Public

8    Utilities Act.  With me in Springfield are

9    Commissioner Ford, Commissioner O'Connell-Diaz,

10    Commissioner Colgan and Commissioner McCabe.  I am

11    Chairman Scott.

12                  As the Commission noticed to the

13    parties, we have five topics for oral argument today,

14    and they are as follows:  (A) the use of average

15    versus year-end rate base and establishing

16    reconciliation revenue requirement; (B) the

17    appropriate rate of interest for reconciliation

18    adjustments; (C) the use of actual versus

19    hypothetical or average capital structure; (D) the

20    appropriate ratemaking treatment of accrued vacation

21    pay; and (E) the appropriate ratemaking treatment of

22    late payment revenues.
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1                  Oral argument in this case was noticed

2    for today, September 11, at 1:30 p.m. and all

3    participants should have received both the notice and

4    a schedule for today's oral argument.  As stated in

5    our notice, in addition to the topics already

6    identified, the parties should also be prepared to

7    answer any questions regarding the record or the

8    pertinent law.

9                  And as set forth in both the notice

10    and schedule, we will be addressing the five total

11    topics in two separate groups today, with the

12    interest rate, average versus year-end rate base and

13    capital structure items being addressed first, and

14    the accrued vacation pay and late payment revenues

15    being addressed together thereafter.

16                  There are five participants today.  We

17    will have at least one participant participating via

18    videoconference from the Commission's Chicago

19    offices.  Parties may divide their allotted time

20    between initial argument and rebuttal.  So please let

21    us know before you begin if you plan to reserve time

22    for rebuttal.
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1                  In terms of the order of presentation,

2    as indicated in the agenda we will have the following

3    order for the first set of items, starting with

4    Ameren Illinois and the Illinois Commerce Commission

5    Staff, Citizens Utility Board, Illinois Industrial

6    Energy Consumers, and the Office of the Attorney

7    General and AARP.  Then we will use the same order

8    for rebuttal with Ameren also having the opportunity

9    for surrebuttal.

10                  For the second set of topics the order

11    will remain the same with IIEC dropping off as they

12    will only be arguing the first set of items.

13                  For the first set of the topics Ameren

14    will have 15 minutes for its presentation while all

15    other parties will have ten minutes.  For the second

16    set each participant will have ten minutes.  We will

17    also plan on a short break between the first and

18    second set of topics.

19                  In terms of exhibits, the only exhibit

20    we have received for use in today's oral argument is

21    from the Office of the Attorney General so that's the

22    only exhibit we will allow for today.
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1                  A timekeeper will also be monitoring

2    the time in Springfield.  He is setting off to my

3    right.  So you should be cognizant of your time

4    usage, and we will attempt to give the presenter a

5    warning one minute before your time is expired.

6    Again, please let both the Commissioners and the

7    timekeeper know if you are reserving any time for

8    rebuttal.  To keep things on schedule, your time

9    allotment is inclusive of Commission questions and

10    any related answers, so please do be judicious with

11    your time.

12                  Turning now to your oral argument,

13    again we will have two separate sets of oral argument

14    here proving the issues, three on the first one and

15    two on the second.  For the first portion the issues

16    are the use of average versus year-end rate base in

17    establishing the reconciliation revenue requirement,

18    the appropriate rate of interest for reconciliation

19    adjustments, the use of an actual versus hypothetical

20    or average capital structure.

21                  First we will hear from Ameren

22    Illinois through its attorney Christopher Flynn.
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1    Mr. Flynn, you will have 15 minutes for both your

2    initial presentation and rebuttal.  Would you like to

3    reserve any time, sir?

4         MR. FLYNN:  Yes, I would.  I would intend to

5    reserve seven minutes of my time for rebuttal.

6         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Very good.  Thank you.  Go

7    ahead.

8         MR. FLYNN:  Thank you.

9               ORAL ARGUMENT - TOPICS A, B, C

10         BY MR. FLYNN:

11                  Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman,

12    Commissioners.  Christopher Flynn for Ameren Illinois

13    Company.  I will address two of the three topics

14    initially, whether rate base should be average or

15    year-end, and whether formula rates means actual

16    capital structure or some hypothetical or average

17    capital structure.

18                  With regard to rate base, there

19    shouldn't be any debate about what the Commission is

20    attempting to do here, and that's to effectuate the

21    intent of the Legislature, to implement the formula

22    rate regime and all of its components in the manner
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1    that the Legislature intended.  That's the

2    Commission's job, to exercise the authority the

3    Legislature gives you in the manner that it directs.

4                  Now, when it comes to the question of

5    how rate base should be determined under the formula

6    rate tariffs, there has been a debate as to what the

7    Legislature intended.  Now, there shouldn't be any

8    debate about what the Legislature intended.  To the

9    extent it wasn't clear, the Legislature cleared it

10    up.  But now we also have a debate as to whether you

11    can properly consider that clarification.

12                  You went with average rate base in the

13    initial comment ComEd decision and the House passed a

14    resolution last month telling you that wasn't right.

15    We cited that resolution in our exceptions.  IIEC

16    moved to strike it, and this morning the ALJs granted

17    that motion.  Since this morning, I realize not much

18    time has passed because we are moving quickly, IIEC

19    has filed a petition for interlocutory review.  I

20    won't argue that petition now.  It speaks for itself.

21         MR. REDDICK:  Excuse me, I think you meant

22    Ameren filed the petition for interlocutory review.
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1         MR. FLYNN:  Yes.  Thank you, Mr. Reddick.

2    Ameren filed one.  Maybe IIEC filed one as well.

3                  I do want to highlight one aspect of

4    this because, lord knows, you filed just about

5    everything else.  Other parties are telling you not

6    to listen to what the Legislature has said, which

7    seems kind of incredible to me, the notion that the

8    Legislature isn't a reliable source for what the

9    Legislature means.  IIEC, for example, is effectively

10    saying, no, you can't listen to the Legislature about

11    what the Legislature means; listen to us.  We know

12    better than they do what it is that they mean.

13                  Now, you may not agree with the

14    General Assembly.  You might think that you would do

15    it differently.  You might think that another

16    approach makes more sense or reflects sounder policy

17    or is more aesthetically or intellectually pleasing

18    from a ratemaking perspective.

19                  But no one's role here, including

20    yours, is to substitute one's own judgment for that

21    of the General Assembly as to what a proper formula

22    rate regime looks like.  The General Assembly didn't
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1    hand you a blank slate and tell you to develop

2    formula rates any way you see fit.  The General

3    Assembly dictated both the commitments that a

4    participating utility must make in some detail, the

5    standards that the utility must meet, and also

6    dictated how rates should be set.

7                  There are instances in the Act where

8    it gave the Commission discretion to, for example,

9    develop the standards and apply the standards that

10    the utility has to meet and other areas where they

11    were quite clear how it should work, including

12    determination of the formula rates and what the

13    inputs are.

14                  Simply put, we believe that the

15    Commission has got it wrong in the ComEd case and you

16    are reconsidering that, I note, in the ComEd

17    rehearing.  And the General Assembly has said so in

18    the resolution that is now the subject of ongoing

19    legal disputes.

20         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Mr. Flynn, I am wondering if

21    you could for me, since you brought this issue up,

22    could you tell me from a legal standpoint the amount
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1    of authority that's given, to and after the fact,

2    legislative intent that is passed by one House of a

3    bi-camera legislature?

4         MR. FLYNN:  Understood, Mr. Chairman.  Yes, we

5    lay out the legal basis for our petition for

6    interlocutory review in the petition itself.

7                  But in general we think that it is

8    appropriate for an agency or reviewing Court to rely

9    on the statement of the legislative chamber, and that

10    you don't need both chambers in order to establish

11    legislative intent.  And that's consistent with what

12    Courts look at when determining legislative intent in

13    any circumstance, where they will look at debates,

14    they will look at committee statements.  It doesn't

15    have to be -- the information that the Court takes

16    into account doesn't have to be -- by taken into

17    account beyond the language of the statute itself,

18    doesn't have to be something that both chambers

19    necessarily agreed on that says later when a Court

20    looks at this, we want the Court to be sure that

21    everybody in both chambers meant this.  The language

22    of the statute does that in the first instance.
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1                  But legislative history materials are

2    rarely, by the way, as clear as this resolution.  And

3    I would submit never as clear as a statement of both

4    chambers as to what the legislation means.  There may

5    be committee reports, as you know, and other

6    materials that are taken into account when a court is

7    reviewing the meaning of the statute.

8         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Mr. Flynn, I am

9    kind of lost as to why you are spending -- no offense

10    to anybody attached to the resolution, but we won't

11    need to go to something outside of the statute that

12    was enacted.  We need to look at the statute to see

13    what the plain meaning of the statute is.  And only

14    if there is an issue, is my understanding as a

15    lawyer, is there any need to have extra information

16    except what is contained in the statute.

17                  And the statute in this instance that

18    we are empowered and it is our job to implement tells

19    us what to do in a very clear and concise and plain

20    manner.

21         MR. FLYNN:  Well, we would --

22         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  So it is the
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1    language in this statute -- is it the Company's

2    contention that the language, which is the thing that

3    I look at as opposed to any resolution that would

4    come from a body, the language that we are asked to

5    implement, is it the Company's position that this is

6    clear, unequivocal; we do not need to look outside of

7    that document in order to understand what our job?

8         MR. FLYNN:  Yes, that is our position.  And I

9    agree with you both that legislative history

10    materials are materials that you only look to when

11    there is some ambiguity in the statute which you need

12    to resolve, and we also agree that the statute is

13    clear.

14                  It is clear that the final inputs or

15    the inputs that are put into the formula rates are

16    supposed to be the final data reflected on the

17    utility's Form 1.  And in the case of the plant

18    accounts used to build rate base, those accounts, the

19    final data is the year-end data.  There shouldn't be

20    any ambiguity that needs to be resolved.

21         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  And Does the

22    legislation call for any type of averaging of
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1    computation be done in order to develop those inputs;

2    those inputs are properly titled to be all

3    encompassing; is that what you are suggesting?

4         MR. FLYNN:  Yes, I am, that the legislation

5    calls for data which is year-end data, and it does

6    not call for an averaging of any sort.

7         COMMISSIONER COLGAN:  The examples that you

8    used were, I think, floor debate and committee

9    debate.

10         MR. FLYNN:  Yes.

11         COMMISSIONER COLGAN:  Do you have a precedent

12    that you can cite where a Court actually used an

13    after-the-fact resolution to direct it in its

14    decision making?

15         MR. FLYNN:  No, I do not.

16         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Just want to let you know you

17    are down to six minutes left.

18         MR. FLYNN:  I am blowing right through it.

19    Because as you know, before I get really excited

20    about ratemaking, there is another topic that I

21    really want to talk about, and that's the actual

22    versus hypothetical average capital structure.
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1                  And the battle here is over how much

2    equity to reflect in AIC's capital structure and how

3    to measure it.  And I want to talk about credit

4    ratings which actual relate to debt, not equity.  But

5    that's where the action is here.

6                  Now, a credit rating is an assessment

7    of the likelihood that a company is going to default,

8    that it can't pay its debts.  And credit rating

9    agencies look at companies and they evaluate various

10    factors and give them a grade, and the grade is above

11    a certain line "investment grade," below a certain

12    line "below investment grade" or, as we say

13    colloquially, junk.

14                  Now, the ratings are given in notches.

15    And for all three major rating agencies, I think it

16    is ten notches in the good zone, in the investment

17    grade zone, in increasing quality and decreasing

18    likelihood of default.

19                  And a few years ago Ameren, AIC, was a

20    single notch above junk due largely to the market's

21    concerns about the regulatory environment in

22    Illinois, and it had the lowest possible investment
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1    grade rating.  Two things have happened since.  One

2    is Ameren's increased its equity ratio, and more

3    equity means less debt, and that's how these two

4    things tie together, which means it makes fault on

5    debt less likely, all other things being equal.

6                  The other thing that's happened is

7    that the General Assembly adopted formula rates, and

8    the result of this was an upgrade to the Company's

9    credit rating where it is two notches above junk now,

10    which is better.  But I want to be clear that there

11    are lots of notches in the good zone above where the

12    Company is today, and nobody is arguing that the

13    Company's credit rating is too strong.  In other

14    words, they are maintaining too strong a credit

15    rating, much stronger than they need and that's

16    producing -- will produce rates that are too high.

17                  The argument is, with respect to

18    hypothetical capital structures, is that the Company

19    can probably maintain its rating with less equity.

20    That's just conjecture.

21                  The General Assembly said to use the

22    actual capital structure, not something speculative,
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1    not conjecture, not an average.  It said actual.  And

2    nobody is arguing that the Company is being imprudent

3    here.

4                  So we think that the appropriate step

5    for the Commission to take is to use the Company's

6    actual capital structure and not a hypothetical or

7    not an average.  And if there are no questions, I

8    would like to reserve my last three minutes for

9    rebuttal.

10         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Thank you, Mr. Flynn.

11         MR. FLYNN:  Thank you.

12         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Next we will hear from Jim

13    Olivero representing Staff of the Illinois Commerce

14    Commission.  Mr. Olivero, you will have ten minutes.

15    Would you like to reserve any time?

16         MR. OLIVERO:  Could I be warned at like one

17    minute?

18         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Sure.

19               ORAL ARGUMENT - TOPICS A, B, C

20         BY MR. OLIVERO:

21                  Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman,

22    Commissioners, counsel.  My name is Jim Olivero, and
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1    I represent the Staff along with Ms. Nicole Luckey.

2    I will be addressing the first set of issues and my

3    co-counsel will address the remaining issues.

4                  I would like to briefly touch on

5    Mr. Flynn's reference to the 1157 resolution and just

6    make note of what I think has been already filed in

7    all the pleadings, that this was a situation where

8    the resolution is not a part of this record.  The

9    Commission must decide the decision based exclusively

10    on the record, and this is still not a part of it, as

11    it was stricken back on August 22 and then when it

12    was renewed in the Brief on Exceptions, it was again

13    stricken this morning.

14                  The resolution is not a resolution by

15    both the House and the Senate.  It is simply one

16    chamber of the General Assembly.  The resolution was

17    adopted well subsequent to the enactment of the

18    statute and, as cited by IIEC, is not admissible as

19    proof of legislative intent.  And as is pointed out

20    by the Commissioner, if there is a situation where

21    the statute reads fine to the person reading it,

22    there is no reason to be looking at a subsequent
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1    enactment of some legislative resolution that somehow

2    is trying to clarify the intent, not necessary to do

3    so.

4         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  But, Mr. Olivero,

5    it also would not be correct to start adding language

6    to the statute, would it?

7         MR. OLIVERO:  No, that's correct.  And, I mean,

8    one of the other things is the General Assembly,

9    rather than doing a resolution, could have gone in

10    and amended the statute in order to clarify what the

11    they supposedly did in the resolution.

12         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  That's assuming

13    that the statute has in fact parts that are not clear

14    to the trier of fact.

15         MR. OLIVERO:  Right.  That's exactly right.

16         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  So we really just

17    need to look at what the statute says.

18         MR. OLIVERO:  The wording of the statute,

19    exactly.  Thank you.

20                  Now, the Proposed Order correctly

21    concludes that an average rate base, rather than an

22    end of the year rate base, should be used for
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1    calculating the reconciliation revenue requirement.

2    This is in line with the recommendation of not only

3    Staff but the Intervenors as well.

4                  The finding on this issue is

5    consistent with the Proposed Order on Rehearing in

6    the ComEd formula rate case, Docket Number 11-0721.

7    The use of average rate base should be used and

8    applied consistently between the dockets.

9                  The EIMA does not specifically state

10    that either year-end or average rate base should be

11    used in determining the reconciliation revenue

12    requirement.  However, the Act is specific and

13    consistent in requiring actual cost information be

14    used for the applicable calendar year and not as of

15    the applicable year-end.

16                  A calendar year is a period of time

17    beginning on January 1 and ending on December 31.

18    Thus, the Act directs the Commission to, for purposes

19    of calculating the reconciliation revenue

20    requirement, use rate base which represents the

21    entire period January 1 through December 31, not

22    merely the rate base as of a single date at the end
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1    of the calendar year, as the Company incorrectly

2    proposes to do.

3                  The PO appropriately observes that, if

4    the General Assembly had used the term "year-end,"

5    there would be no question what was intended by the

6    Act.  The record is clear that average rate base can

7    be calculated from cost information reflected in FERC

8    Form 1 which contains plant-in-service balances at

9    the beginning of the year and end of the year.  Also,

10    operating and maintenance costs reflected in FERC

11    Form 1 are for the calendar year, so those costs

12    would more closely match the average plant-in-service

13    for the calendar year.

14                  In Ameren's briefs it had alleged that

15    it would recover only half of its total rate year

16    investments under an average rate base, and this is

17    wrong.  It incorrectly assumes that all plant assets

18    are in service at the beginning of the year.  The

19    record shows that, although by year end Ameren will

20    have made all of its investments in the year, those

21    investments grow incrementally month to month.

22                  The best way to reflect the growth of
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1    plant investment is to use an average of the

2    beginning and end of the year plant investment

3    balances.  The use of an average rate base to

4    calculate the reconciliation revenue requirement

5    smooths out the variations in plant investments over

6    the course of the year.  The investments can vary

7    upward or downward during the year, and the use of

8    the average rate base in the formula most accurately

9    reflects the actual expenditure of funds over the

10    course of the year.

11                  This does not mean that Ameren

12    actually recovers only half of its rate base or rate

13    year investments.  It just means that they are

14    recovered ratably over the course of the year.

15                  Based on the foregoing, Staff believes

16    that the average rate base is more representative of

17    the actual plant balances that are in service

18    throughout the year and will more closely match the

19    actual costs incurred by Ameren during the year.

20    Therefore, the PO conclusion on this issue should be

21    confirmed.

22                  The next issue I would like to address
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1    is the interest rate on under/over collection.  Staff

2    recommends the Commission adopt the same interest

3    rate for reconciliations that it adopted in the ComEd

4    formula rate case, Docket Number 11-0721.  There is

5    no legal or factual reason why they should be

6    different for both companies.

7                  In the ComEd formula rate case, the

8    Commission adopted a weighted debt rate in its May 29

9    Order which is not what the Proposed Order adopted

10    for this proceeding.  Docket 11-0721 is in the

11    rehearing process, and the possibility exists that

12    the Commission may change its interest rate decision.

13                  One of the interest rate alternatives

14    currently before the Commission is Staff's proposal

15    on rehearing which is a rate of return on rate base

16    that differs from what Ameren in the Proposed Order

17    in this docket proposes in only one respect.  It

18    correctly adjusts the rate of return on common equity

19    to reflect the two-year delay between the rate year

20    and the year in which the reconciliation balance is

21    included in rates.  And this approach is consistent

22    with the Commission's Order in Docket Number 10-0138
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1    which adopted a rate of return on common equity that

2    reflected the shorter recovery period for assets

3    under the Purchase of Receivables and Consolidated

4    Billing Rider.

5                  Now, if the Commission accepts Staff's

6    recommendation in Docket 11-0721 on Rehearing, which

7    it beliefs it should, Staff would simply note for the

8    record that this proceeding will need to be reopened

9    to adopt that interest rate approach.

10                  On the last issue, the use of actual

11    versus hypothetical or average capital structure, the

12    Proposed Order correctly adopts Staff's position in

13    utilizing the average capital structure for Ameren.

14    The capital structure that the Proposed Order adopts

15    is not hypothetical.  It is Staff's proposed capital

16    structure which is based on Ameren's own capital

17    structure data.

18                  For purposes of its formula rate case

19    proceeding, Ameren measured capital structure in the

20    same way that ComEd did in its formula rate case.

21    That is, Ameren used a hybrid approach that combined

22    a 12-month average for the short-term debt balance
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1    with end-of-the-year balances for long-term debt and

2    equity.  And it is significant to note that Ameren's

3    methodology for calculating short-term debt in fact

4    would use end-of-month balances not reported in FERC

5    Form 1.

6                  In contrast, Staff consistently

7    measured all the capital structure components using

8    an averaging methodology as is set forth at 38

9    Illinois Administrative Code 285.  The Commission's

10    past practices and its own rules recognize that the

11    capital structure components may be measured using

12    average balances.

13                  The Act itself specifies that the

14    performance-based formula rate approved by the

15    Commission shall do the following:  Reflect the

16    utility's actual capital structure for the applicable

17    calendar year, excluding good will, subject to a

18    determination of prudence and reasonable consistent

19    with Commission practice and law.  The first point to

20    make is that there is no unmodified actual capital

21    structure that exists in this formula rate case.  All

22    capital structures that are raised by the parties are
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1    already adjusted for ratemaking purposes, for

2    example, the removal of good will which is required

3    by the statute.

4                  That adjustment not withstanding,

5    contrary to the Company's claim, its proposed capital

6    structure is no more actual than Staff's.  Both are

7    derived from actual AIC capital structure data

8    provided in Part 285 filings in discovery.

9                  Having dispensed with the notion that

10    Staff's proposal somehow represents less of an actual

11    capital structure than the Company's, the next item

12    to focus on is which is preferable, an

13    end-of-the-year or an average.  The Commission has

14    already considered the merits of an end-of-the-year

15    capital structure, an average capital structure, and

16    found in favor of the average capital structure in

17    the ComEd formula rate case, that being the Order on

18    May 29 at page 123.  There was no rehearing in that

19    issue -- on that issue in that docket, and Ameren has

20    not provided any evidence or legal argument that

21    would warrant the Commission treating Ameren

22    different than ComEd on this matter.
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1         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Your time is up, Mr. Olivero.

2    Could you bring your remarks to a close?

3         MR. OLIVERO:  Sure.  The Proposed Order should

4    adopt the Staff's 51.49 common equity ratio, and I

5    would note that if the Commission adopts the PO's

6    conclusion, the Staff would recommend that the

7    Commission modify the Proposed Order to reserve a

8    ruling on the purchased accounting adjustment since

9    it would not affect the authorized revenue

10    requirement under those circumstances.

11                  Thank you.

12         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Thank you, Mr. Olivero.  Next

13    up is the Citizens Utility Board represented by Julie

14    Soderna.  You will have ten minutes.  Would you like

15    to reserve any time?

16         MS. SODERNA:  I would like to reserve any

17    remaining time that I have.

18         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Very good.  Thank you.  Go

19    right ahead.

20               ORAL ARGUMENT - TOPICS A, B, C

21         BY MS. SODERNA:

22                  Good afternoon, Chairman Scott and
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1    Commissioners.  My name is Julie Soderna and I

2    represent the Citizens Utility Board.  I will arguing

3    the first two issues on the agenda today, average

4    versus year-end rate base, and the interest rate to

5    apply to the reconciliation balance.  And my

6    colleague, Mr. Ghoshal, will be addressing accrued

7    vacation pay and late payment revenues.

8                  With regard to the average versus

9    end-of-year rate base, the Proposed Order gets it

10    right.  The record evidence in this proceeding

11    demonstrates that average rate base should be used as

12    the basis for determining reconciliation, the

13    reconciliation revenue requirement.  The Proposed

14    Order was correct in concluding that this method,

15    quote, reasonably reflects the language in the

16    statute and sufficiently balances the interests of

17    shareholders and customers, close quote.  That's the

18    Proposed Order at line 24.

19                  The Commission similarly found in its

20    May 29 decision in Docket Number 11-0721, ComEd's

21    initial formula rate proceeding, that use of an

22    average rate base conforms with the statutory term
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1    "actual cost information."  This issue is being

2    reheard in that docket, as you know.

3                  The plain language of Section

4    15-108.5(c)(6) supports the conclusions in the

5    Proposed Order and the Commission's May 29 Order in

6    Docket 11-0721 that average rate base should be used

7    to measure rate base for the relevant reconciliation

8    period.  That section requires that the

9    reconciliation consider, quote, what the revenue

10    requirement would have been had the actual cost

11    information for the applicable calendar year been

12    available at the filing date, close quote.

13                  The debate turns on the interpretation

14    of the phrase "applicable calendar year" in that

15    section.  CUB witness Ralph Smith and expert

16    witnesses for Staff, the AG, AARP and IIEC all

17    testified that an applicable calendar year refers to

18    a 12-month period starting on January 1 of the year

19    for which the costs are being reconciled and ending

20    on December 31 of that same year.

21                  Rate base reconciliation should

22    reflect actual addition and retirement occurring
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1    throughout the year.  While the General Assembly

2    could have specified a calendar year-end unit of

3    measurement instead of an applicable calendar year,

4    it did not.  Furthermore, using an average calendar

5    year is consistent with the purpose of the

6    reconciliation, that is, to measure the utility's

7    actual earnings during that applicable 12-month

8    calendar year period.

9                  Using a year-end rate base to

10    determine this amount as Ameren proposes overstates

11    the actual revenue requirement during the year being

12    reconciled.  Under Ameren's proposal, investment made

13    on December 31 is treated as if it had been made the

14    prior January 1, systematically overstating the

15    capital costs charged to consumers who are forced to

16    pay a return on investment before it is made.  The

17    Commission agreed that using year-end rate base

18    incorrectly assumes that the utility's investments in

19    plant are the same at the beginning of the year being

20    reconciled as they are at the end.  And that was in

21    the Commission's May 29 Order.

22                  The Proposed Order's conclusion to
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1    require that an average as opposed to a year-end rate

2    base be used for setting reconciliation revenue

3    requirement should be affirmed.  Using the average

4    rate base does not deny Ameren any prudent and

5    reasonable costs, and it does not impermissibly

6    increase regulatory lag.

7         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Ms. Soderna, what

8    statutory guidance can you give us to deviate from

9    the statutory mandate that's been clear in this new

10    legislation?

11         MS. SODERNA:  Yeah, I think that to our witness

12    and to the witnesses of the Intervenors and Staff

13    believe the language to be clear in what I just

14    referenced.  In terms of referring -- if the

15    statute -- if the Legislature had intended to capture

16    only the year-end balance, it would have so stated.

17         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  So that's their

18    opinion on this, right?

19         MS. SODERNA:  Right.

20         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  And that's the

21    authority that you are suggesting to us will give us

22    a good feeling when we deviate, if we choose to, from
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1    what the statutory mandate is?

2         MS. SODERNA:  We don't see it as a deviation.

3    We see this interpretation as the most reasonable.

4         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  That's your

5    interpretation on that.  Thank you.

6         MS. SODERNA:  So regarding the interest rate on

7    the reconciliation balance, all parties agree that

8    Section 108.5(b)(1) of the EIMA is meant to represent

9    the cost of carrying a reconciliation balance until

10    it is recovered.  All parties except for Ameren agree

11    that the Company's weighted cost of capital is

12    inappropriate to use for an under-collected

13    reconciliation balance.

14                  The Proposed Order, however, adopts

15    Ameren's arguments, concluding that the weighted

16    average cost of capital, or WACC, is by definition

17    Ameren's Illinois Company's time value of money.  The

18    Proposed Order's determination that WACC should be

19    applied to under-collected reconciliation balance is

20    contrary to the plain language of EIMA.  The General

21    Assembly rationally provided only for interest on

22    reconciliation balance and not an investment return.
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1                  Elsewhere in the Act the General

2    Assembly explicitly used the term "investment return"

3    as with regard to pension assets in Section

4    108.5(c)(4)(d) of the Public Utilities Act.  To the

5    contrary, with regard to reconciliation balance, only

6    the term "interest" was employed.  Thus, the plain

7    language of EIMA indicates that the General Assembly

8    did not intend for utilities to receive an equity

9    return on any under-recovered balance, only interest.

10                  In its May 29 Order in ComEd, the

11    Commission concluded that it shares the concerns

12    raised by Staff that using a weighted average cost of

13    capital, as ComEd proposes, would treat the

14    reconciliation item amount like a rate base

15    investment rather than a reconciled one.  And that

16    was the May 29 Order at 158, while this, as you know,

17    issue is also being reheard in that docket.

18                  By applying the Company's WACC to an

19    under-collected reconciliation balance, the Proposed

20    Order incorrectly treats the reconciliation balance

21    in the same way as a long-term asset that requires

22    permanent long-term financing sources.  To the
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1    contrary, an under-collected balance represents only

2    a one to two-year revenue lag at most which requires

3    only one to two-year incremental financing.

4                  The notion that Ameren should be

5    rewarded with an equity return on any under-recovery

6    is based on the false premise that Ameren is entitled

7    to much more than simply the cost of money on the

8    difference between the projected and actual costs

9    from that revenue requirement period.  So the

10    potential reconciliation amount, when it becomes

11    known, will represent a short-term obligation of

12    between 12 and 24 months.  Ameren could reasonably

13    finance its temporary incremental balance with

14    low-cost debt sources.

15         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  What would be

16    those debt sources?

17         MS. SODERNA:  The short-term debt line of --

18         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  I think we

19    established that this is beyond the period that would

20    be covered by short-term debt.  So what would be

21    those averages for the Company to get that type of

22    financing?
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1         MS. SODERNA:  Well, the Commission in its May

2    29 Order --

3         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  That Order is on

4    rehearing, so.

5         MS. SODERNA:  Well, they adopted -- in our

6    testimony on briefs in this docket, we agreed that

7    the Commission's hybrid approach which incorporated

8    longer-term debt in addition to short-term debt was a

9    reasonable approach and it takes into account the

10    short and longer-term debt to reflect the time period

11    of the reconciliation.

12         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  So it is not just

13    short-term debt, as you just earlier stated, as the

14    Commonwealth rider, is that correct?

15         MS. SODERNA:  We believe this record supports

16    the interest rate based on short-term debt.  But the

17    Commission's approach incorporating longer-term debt,

18    considering some of the balance may exceed 12 months,

19    is also a reasonable approach.

20                  It is important also to remember that

21    if Ameren accurately projects its costs, there will

22    be no reconciliation balance to recover.  If Ameren
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1    under-collects its costs, it could finance, as I

2    said, with short-term -- could finance the temporary

3    shortfall using incremental low-cost short-term debt.

4    And if Ameren over-projects its costs such as for

5    plant additions, Ameren will have collected from

6    ratepayers excess amounts including amounts that

7    produce an excess return.

8                  CUB, therefore, recommends a different

9    interest rate be applied to each over and

10    under-recovered balances where a debt base short-term

11    interest rate is applied to under-collected

12    reconciliation balances and weighted average cost of

13    capital is applied to over-collected reconciliation

14    balances.  The over-collection should be returned to

15    ratepayers with interest based on the same weighted

16    average cost of capital that was used to produce the

17    over-collection that Ameren received from ratepayers.

18                  Requiring a higher interest for

19    over-collections would provide an appropriate and

20    necessary deterrent to Ameren for making

21    over-projections of plant additions and protect

22    ratepayers from manipulation of the projected plant
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1    addition amounts by year end.

2         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Is that normally

3    how reconciliation proceedings occur, where there is

4    this penalty for what I would suggest may be a

5    miscalculation?

6         MS. SODERNA:  I don't know if it is a penalty

7    because that's what ratepayers pay for the

8    over-collected balance that Ameren has

9    over-collected.  So it is a symmetrical application

10    of refunding that difference in contrast to the

11    under-collected balance which they could finance with

12    short-term debt.

13         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Can I ask this a slightly

14    different way?  So in the Proposed Order they talk

15    about -- it talks about how it is not quite this

16    easy, that these buckets just aren't that clearly set

17    out, and that there is lots of money that is mingled,

18    for lack of a better term, and that, therefore, you

19    know, the weighted average cost of capital makes the

20    most sense for that.  I know you obviously take issue

21    with that, but explain to me why you think that

22    that's not proper, given the practical nature of how
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1    these funds are collected and all of the money that's

2    involved in this.

3         MS. SODERNA:  Right.  Well, the Proposed Order

4    makes the argument that the money is not fungible; it

5    cannot be traced to a source.  And I guess the

6    easiest illustration to show how that is not

7    necessarily the case is with funds, FUDC,

8    construction work in progress, funds to use for

9    construction work in progress.  And there is a

10    regulatory construct that, under the accounting

11    ratemaking policies applied by the Commission,

12    short-term debt is identified as the first course of

13    financing for those projects, for those construction

14    projects.

15                  So this would be a similar concept in

16    terms of the Company being able to access short-term

17    debt first for that discrete incremental balance that

18    represents the reconciliation.

19         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Your time is cleared.  Thank

20    you very much.  Up next is IIEC represented by, I

21    believe, Conrad Reddick this afternoon.  You will

22    have ten minutes, Mr. Reddick.  Would you like to
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1    reserve any time?

2         MR. REDDICK:  I would.  Two minutes, please.

3         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Very good.  Thank you.

4               ORAL ARGUMENT - TOPICS A, B, C

5         BY MR. REDDICK:

6                  Mr. Chairman, Commissioners, my name

7    is Conrad Reddick, and with my colleague Eric

8    Robertson we represent the Illinois Industrial Energy

9    Consumers, IIEC.  IIEC will address three issues this

10    afternoon, the average rate base for reconciliation,

11    the reconciliation adjustment interest rate, and the

12    capital structure.

13                  With respect to the average year rate

14    base, the formula rate law requires that rates be set

15    based on Ameren's actual costs in a specific calendar

16    year, the rate year.  The Proposed Order correctly

17    found that if year-end rate base is used, the rates

18    put in place would not reflect the actual costs of

19    delivery services through the entire year since it is

20    understood that rate base will increase gradually as

21    Ameren implements the infrastructure and improvements

22    contemplated under the formula rate law.
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1                  That gradual increase in rate year

2    investment means that using a year-end rate base as

3    Ameren proposes would overstate the smaller amount of

4    investment Ameren actually used to provide service in

5    the period before the final date of that rate year.

6    Ameren's proposed calculation would exceed the actual

7    costs that could lawfully be included in formula

8    rates.  Ameren's proposed calculation also would

9    exceed the Public Utility Act Section 9-211 rate base

10    limitation.  That is, rates can include only the

11    prudent investment actually used to provide services.

12                  Therefore, the Commission should

13    affirm the Proposed Order's legal conclusion that the

14    formula rate law does not require a year-end rate

15    base but it does require an accurate determination of

16    costs.  The Commission should also affirm the

17    Proposed Order's finding of fact that an average rate

18    base more accurately states the basis of Ameren's

19    actual capital costs during the rate year.

20                  Ameren argues that the language of the

21    formula rate law plainly requires a year-end rate

22    base for reconciliation.  As the Proposed Order held,
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1    it does not.  The Proposed Order is correct that the

2    order meanings of the words used in the formula rate

3    law do not connote the specialized year-end meaning

4    Ameren would impose.  Rather, the words of the Act

5    are consistent with and support the Proposed Order's

6    conclusion that a rate base average should be used.

7                  If the Commission believes that the

8    statutory language is at all ambiguous, the

9    Commission by law must be guided by the purposes and

10    objectives of the statute.  Those factors support the

11    Proposed Order's conclusion.

12                  There is no evidence of record that a

13    year-end rate base is better than an average rate

14    base in accurately determining the actual costs that

15    are at the center of the formula rate process.  As

16    the Proposed Order found, there is compelling

17    evidence that an average year rate base better

18    advances the statutory objective of recovering

19    Ameren's actual cost of service.

20                  With respect to the interest rate on

21    reconciliation adjustments, IIEC continues to support

22    other parties' proposals for the use of short-term
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1    debt rate as the interest rate to be applied to

2    reconciliation adjustment balances.  The return on

3    Ameren's investment is a separate matter.  The

4    question in this case is not how Ameren will finance

5    reconciliation balances that is its sources of

6    funding.  What the formula rate law requires the

7    Commission to do is to determine the prudent,

8    reasonable cost of carrying any such balances because

9    only such prudent and prudently incurred and

10    reasonable in amount costs can lawfully be included

11    in Ameren's formula rates.  The return on Ameren's

12    investment is already included in both the projected

13    and the actual revenue requirements being reconciled.

14    Reconciliation adjustments represent a new regulatory

15    obligation that arises only after a Commission

16    determination.  That determination and resulting

17    balance is distinct from Ameren's investment.

18                  Any use of more expensive, permanent

19    asset financing, that is financing obtained at a cost

20    equal to Ameren's weighted average cost of capital

21    would be a matter of choice for Ameren.  Ameren would

22    have to reject the prudent use of less expensive
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1    short-term debt and its associated lower cost to

2    ratepayers.  Ameren's proposal assumes that any such

3    rejection of lower cost financing would be in favor

4    of using more costly, weighted average cost of

5    capital funding.

6                  Finally, I would like to talk about

7    the use of the actual capital structure.  The

8    Commission Staff and IIEC have proposed different

9    solutions to a shared concern that warranted the

10    attention of the Proposed Order.  That concern is the

11    economic incentive for deliberate modification of the

12    equity ratio to increase earnings.  Ameren's capital

13    structure is subject to explicit requirements of

14    prudence and reasonableness and must not be

15    manipulated to increase earnings.

16                  Ameren argues that its actual capital

17    structure must always be used, regardless of prudence

18    or reasonableness.  That argument is expressly

19    contradicted by the formula rate law.  There are

20    limitations on Ameren's use of its actual capital

21    structure, and the most important one comes from the

22    formula rate law itself.  That limitation requires a
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1    Commission finding of prudent and reasonableness

2    consistent with Commission practice and law,

3    16-108.5(c)(2).

4                  To address that concern IIEC proposed

5    a 50 percent cap that would act as a procedural

6    trigger for hearings for closer scrutiny of potential

7    excessive equity ratios.  Staff proposed an average

8    capital structure to mitigate the effect of including

9    possibly imprudently large percentages of high cost

10    equity capital.

11                  The Proposed Order recommends use of

12    Staff's proposed average year capital structure,

13    rather than the proposed year-end capital structure

14    that Ameren proposes.  However, the Proposed Order

15    declined to adopt IIEC's procedural trigger.  In

16    IIEC's view, our proposal would improve

17    administrative efficiency in the formula rate process

18    and insure that Ameren's capital costs are prudent

19    and reasonable.  And because IIEC's cap is a

20    procedural device, unlike Staff's proposal, Ameren

21    should not be prejudiced by the trigger since Ameren

22    would have an opportunity to offer evidence to show
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1    that a capital structure with more than 50 percent

2    common equity is in fact prudent and reasonable.

3                  If there are no questions, I --

4         COMMISSIONER McCABE:  Mr. Reddick, going back

5    to the first item, the Proposed Order recommends

6    using year-end data for rate base and average year

7    for reconciliation.  Would you agree that that would

8    reduce regulatory lag?

9         MR. REDDICK:  I am not sure that that

10    distinction alone has an effect on regulatory lag.

11    Regulatory lag, if I understand your question

12    correctly, please correct me if I am wrong, the

13    regulatory lag here you are concerned about is a

14    possible difference between the revenue requirement

15    used to set rates and the revenue requirement used to

16    reconciliation.  If there is a difference, there is a

17    delay, a further delay, in full recovery because

18    there will be a reconciliation adjustment.

19                  Is that what you are referring to or

20    was there something more?

21         COMMISSIONER McCABE:  Also the timing.

22         MR. REDDICK:  The timing.  IIEC took a slightly
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1    different position on the timing than other parties

2    in the case.  We see the statute, when we read the

3    statute and take account of the objectives of the

4    statute which is timely recovery of actual costs, we

5    felt that the statutory language led us to conclude

6    that the year one actual cost based on the FERC Form

7    1 and the year two projected net investment would be

8    used together to define a revenue requirement for

9    that year two.

10                  The Company has proposed instead that

11    the Commission interpret the Act to require year one

12    actual investments -- I am sorry, year one actual

13    costs and the projected net investment for year two

14    and reconcile that against year three.  We didn't

15    think that made sense, and it elongates the

16    regulatory lag which you referred to.

17         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Thank you, Mr. Reddick.

18         MR. REDDICK:  Thank you.

19         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Now we will hear from Karen

20    Lusson of the Office of the Attorney General with ten

21    minutes.  Would you like to reserve time?

22         MS. LUSSON:  Yes, Commissioner.  If I could, I
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1    would like to reserve approximately two minutes.

2         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Okay.  Go right ahead.

3               ORAL ARGUMENT - TOPICS A, B, C

4         BY MS. LUSSON:

5                  Good afternoon, Commissioners.  My

6    name is Karen Lusson.  I am an assistant attorney

7    general and I represent the People of the State of

8    Illinois.  Today I am also speaking on behalf of

9    AARP.  I am going to address in my first eight

10    minutes the issues of average versus end-of-year rate

11    base as well as the rate of interest to be applied to

12    the reconciliation balances.

13                  As you consider the average versus

14    end-of-year rate base issue, it is important to

15    remember that the formula ratemaking that we are now

16    engaged in is substantially different than the

17    methodology that has been in effect for the last 100

18    years.  The formula rate law as we have it now

19    constitutes a retrospective examination and true-up

20    of costs, and that is something that up until now has

21    been prohibited by the courts.  So until formula

22    ratemaking you were focused on setting rates
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1    prospectively, even when a historical test year was

2    used.

3                  So the end-of-year numbers that Ameren

4    talks about having been used for historical test

5    periods and that need to be used in the

6    reconciliation balances is off because those

7    historical periods were designed to set rates

8    prospectively.  But here we are talking about setting

9    a reconciliation balancing and a revenue requirement

10    for that reconciliation that measures actual costs

11    during the applicable 12-month period.

12                  And, again, I agree with what the

13    Commissioners have stated and other parties have

14    indicated that what is important is the actual

15    language of the statute, and Section 16-108.5(b)(1)

16    references the need for the reconciliation to

17    reflect, quote, what the actual -- what the revenue

18    requirement would have been had the actual cost

19    information for the applicable calendar year been

20    available at the filing date.

21                  So the key to the Commission's

22    interpreting this issue is the recognition that a
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1    reconciliation rate base should compensate the actual

2    level of capital invested in the business throughout

3    that true-up period, not what return would be paid on

4    December 31 of the reconciliation period.  Using an

5    average rate base, Staff, IIEC, CUB and AG/AARP

6    witnesses all agree, would properly quantify the

7    capital costs as they accumulate over the year rather

8    than at that single point in time.  If you calculate

9    the reconciliation revenue requirement as of year

10    end, consumers would then be paying a return on that

11    total annual investment as if that end of year amount

12    were funded and a return needed every day of the

13    year, and that's just not the case.

14                  What we do know is how the Company

15    invests in infrastructure.  It does it gradually,

16    incrementally over the 12-month period.  And any new

17    added plant investment can be, as I said, expected to

18    be added incrementally.

19                  So if you look at our oral argument

20    exhibit, this visually shows that the investment that

21    the Company would have in the beginning of the year,

22    January 1, is significantly lower than at the end of
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1    the year, December 31.  So the Company's capital

2    costs, for example, in March are significantly less

3    than the Company's capital costs in October and

4    certainly significantly less than as of December 31.

5                  Using the year-end rate base would

6    treat all new utility plant investment coming into

7    service by December 31 as if that total investment

8    had been made the prior January 1 and was in use

9    throughout the entire year, and we know that's not

10    true.

11                  One argument that Ameren has presented

12    in its brief is that there might be -- there is a

13    mismatch if you use end-of-year rate base data for

14    the inception rates, the first prong of the formula

15    ratemaking, and an average rate base amount for the

16    reconciliation balancing.  That argument is simply

17    incorrect.

18                  Again, it is important to focus on the

19    two separate prongs of the formula ratemaking

20    process.  So you have the process of establishing the

21    inception rates which includes the FERC Form 1

22    historical data for a one-year period plus 12
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1    months -- the projection of forecasted plant for the

2    following 12-month period.  That's your inception

3    revenue requirement.  It is appropriate to use

4    end-of-year rate base balances then.

5                  But then 16-108.5(b)(1) says the

6    formula rate also includes a true-up of the -- or a

7    reconciliation of the actual costs that the Company

8    incurred during the prior 12-month -- the 12-month

9    period now being reflected in the FERC Form 1.

10                  So that's a retrospective examination

11    unlike what has been done in the past under

12    traditional ratemaking for the last hundred years

13    where your goal was to set rates prospectively,

14    completely different purposes.

15                  With respect to the reconciliation

16    interest rate, there are three critical reasons why

17    the Proposed Order's conclusion that the weighted

18    average cost of capital is the appropriate interest

19    rate to be applied to reconciliation balances is

20    incorrect.  First, we do agree with the Proposed

21    Order's observation that the point of the

22    reconciliation interest is to reflect the utility's
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1    or the customer's time value of money.

2                  So how do you determine what that

3    means?  Again, we urge you to look at the language of

4    the statute itself.  Illinois law says you look at

5    the language, the plain, ordinary meaning of the

6    words used.  The formula rates statute uses the word

7    "interest," not a utility's returned cost of capital.

8    The rules of statutory clarification also require you

9    to look at the statute as a whole, if there is some

10    ambiguity with a single word.  You use -- the word

11    "interest" is used throughout the Public Utilities

12    Act in several provisions.  And if you look at our

13    Brief on Exceptions, pages 23 through 27, there is a

14    citation to all of the multiple references in the

15    Public Utilities Act where the word "interest" is

16    used.

17         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  What is the

18    amount of interest that you are suggesting?

19         MS. LUSSON:  The amount of interest that we are

20    suggesting is that the -- first of all, our witness,

21    AG/AARP witness Michael Brosch, indicated that

22    interest suggests the Commission could use the
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1    customer deposit interest rate.  However --

2         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Which is what?

3         MS. LUSSON:  We do understand that the customer

4    deposit interest rate is zero at this point.

5         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  How does that

6    square with your statement about two minutes ago that

7    you said you recognize that there is a time value of

8    money?

9         MS. LUSSON:  That's right.  But that's the

10    current -- the current interest rate.

11                  Now, our witness also testified that

12    the appropriate interest rate would be a short-term

13    interest rate which reflects the very short term

14    nature of this cash recovery lag that occurs over the

15    two-year period between the setting of the inception

16    rates and the true-up that occurs as a result of the

17    reconciliation balance.

18                  I would also point out that the

19    General Assembly has clearly identified those

20    ratemaking instances when the application of a

21    specific return is appropriate.  And I use the word

22    "return" in quotes.  For example, the Act provides
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1    that the electric utilities asking for a formula rate

2    shall be entitled to an investment return on pension

3    assets equal to the utility's long-term debt cost of

4    capital.

5                  The bottom line is that if the General

6    Assembly had intended for the Commission to apply the

7    weighted average cost of capital as the interest

8    rate, then the new statute would have specified

9    exactly that.

10         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Under that

11    rationale it doesn't say customer deposit amount nor

12    the other interest rate that you suggested could be

13    appropriate, does it?

14         MS. LUSSON:  It says the word "interest."

15         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  It doesn't

16    prescribe it.

17         MS. LUSSON:  It doesn't prescribe it.  There is

18    some discretion that the Commission has, and it has

19    used discretion in the past.  But what is important,

20    and this is I think a critical point, when the

21    Commission has applied an interest rate as a result

22    of a statutory indicator thing with interest, it has
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1    never used the weighted average cost of capital.

2                  So for those other -- I would retain

3    the remaining time I have for rebuttal.

4         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Thank you.  Now, with respect

5    to rebuttal, I have Mr. Flynn with three minutes and

6    Mr. Reddick I am going to round up so you can get a

7    minute, and Ms. Lusson half a minute as well.  So

8    Mr. Flynn?

9             REBUTTAL ARGUMENT - TOPICS A, B, C

10         BY MR. FLYNN:

11                  Thank you.  I would like to talk about

12    the reconciliation interest rate although I may call

13    it something else other than that.

14                  The weighted average cost of capital

15    is the only calculation of the interest rate that

16    would compensate the Company for its actual costs,

17    recovering balances that should have been recovered

18    in the calendar year but won't be recovered for two

19    additional years.  Because what happens is that an

20    under-recovery or an over-recovery, because it works

21    both ways, accrues, builds up, during the first year.

22    And then in the second year the Commission determines
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1    how much that under or over-recovery is.  And then in

2    the third year it is either collected from customers

3    or paid back to them.  In our proposal and the way

4    that the Proposed Order does it, it goes both ways.

5    I mean, we are charging the same rate that we would

6    pay if the calculation comes out the other way.

7                  Earlier I talked to you about credit

8    ratings.  If you set an interest rate that assumes

9    debt, you are compelling the Company to borrow in a

10    sense to make up for the funds it didn't get, which

11    could affect credit ratings, and we don't think you

12    should be compelling us now to borrow 3, 4, 5 years

13    down the road when we don't know what those

14    circumstances are.  We agree with Mr. Reddick who

15    quite clearly said the Company should be acting in a

16    prudent and reasonable way.

17                  Now, to the extent that the Company

18    does borrow money to finance under-recovered amounts,

19    that debt will be reflected in the actual capital

20    structure that you use in the years in which the debt

21    is incurred.  So to the extent that the debt lowers

22    the Company's overall cost of capital, that will flow
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1    through rates in the normal course.  But we shouldn't

2    be compelled to do that.  And in the absence of that,

3    what would be appropriate costs to apply to the

4    under-recovered amounts is the weighted average cost

5    of capital.

6                  Thank you.  I will reserve my 52

7    seconds for surrebuttal testimony.

8         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Surrebuttal, okay.

9    Mr. Reddick, you have got a minute if you would like

10    it.

11         MR. REDDICK:  No, thank you.  Thank you,

12    Mr. Chairman.

13         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Ms. Lusson?

14         MS. LUSSON:  I think I have 45 seconds, but I

15    think I can do it in less than that.

16             REBUTTAL ARGUMENT - TOPICS A, B, C

17         BY MS. LUSSON:

18                  Mr. Flynn indicated that the weighted

19    average cost of capital is the only rate that would

20    allow it to recover its actual costs.  Again, there

21    is absolutely no evidence that is in this case, in

22    this record, and you can scour the record, you will
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1    never find evidence that indicates that that in fact

2    is the case.  You are required to -- if you issue

3    this decision, you are required to look at the

4    evidence.  But more importantly in this instance, I

5    think, also look at the actual language of the

6    statute.  And we believe it is clear that when it

7    comes to reconciliation balances, that the Act has

8    used interest in many respects.  And in the past the

9    Commission has never applied an interest rate as the

10    weighted average cost of capital.

11                  So for those reasons we urge the

12    Commission to adopt an interest rate that would be

13    reflective of either the customer deposit interest

14    rate or the short-term interest rate which we believe

15    will -- is indicative of the actual costs associated

16    with that two-year lag and for the record

17    reconciliation loss.

18         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  How would

19    short-term debt satisfy this issue, given the fact

20    that short-term debt will not cover the period of

21    time that they are going to be financing these

22    projects?
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1         MS. LUSSON:  Well, a couple of points.  First

2    of all, in this docket and the 12-0293 docket which

3    is the second formula rate filing for Ameren, there

4    -- the Company is recommending revenue reductions.

5    There is going to be a revenue reduction in each

6    instance.  So it is clear, at least initially, that

7    short-term debt certainly would compensate the

8    Company for the time value of money.

9         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Not when you look

10    at the timeline of the recovery based upon the

11    legislation that we are operating under.  We are

12    looking at a two-year horizon, not six months or nine

13    months.

14         MS. LUSSON:  Well, it is a two-year lag between

15    the 12 -- the inception rates and then the

16    reconciliation revenue requirement.  And the record

17    showed that the Company's short-term interest rate is

18    2.31 percent, which again is higher than current

19    interest rates which are reflected in the customer

20    deposit interest rates.  But we believe the

21    short-term interest rate is a very generous interest

22    rate and certainly in keeping with the word
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1    "interest" as used in the statute.

2                  Thank you.

3         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Thank you.  Mr. Flynn, last

4    word?

5            SURREBUTTAL ARGUMENT - TOPICS A, B, C

6         BY MR. FLYNN:

7                  I have the very last few words.  There

8    is no relationship between the rate reduction being

9    considered now in this docket and 12-0293 and what a

10    reconciliation amount is which is the difference, the

11    delta, between rates that are in effect and rates

12    that would have been in effect had you known what was

13    going to happen.  So whether there is a rate

14    reduction or rate increase in these two dockets now

15    has no bearing on what our costs of carrying a

16    shortfall would be or what rate we should be

17    compensating customers if we over-collected.

18                  Thank you.

19         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Let me ask you one question,

20    and it goes back to a different issue, but it's been

21    bugging me.  So I need to ask.  We are not going to

22    go into this a lot.  I understand what the words are
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1    saying and I understand what the arguments all are.

2    Get me over the hump that, since you don't install

3    all of your equipment or make all of your investments

4    on January 1, that if you use year-end rate, you

5    won't be over-charging customers every year in a

6    reconciliation.  Just from a practical basis tell me

7    why that doesn't work.

8         MR. FLYNN:  Well, first of all, over-charging

9    assumes --

10         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Over-collecting on --

11         MR. FLYNN:  Well, even over-collecting assumes

12    a certain rate regime.  First I would say that this

13    is what the General Assembly had in mind.  It would

14    set up rates this way and then they would be

15    reconciled this way each year.

16                  I think what you are positing to me is

17    if we had -- if we had a rate case every day for 365

18    days, wouldn't you end up with a different revenue

19    requirement than if you do it the way the General

20    Assembly does.  And taking it a step further, I think

21    you are saying wouldn't that revenue requirement be

22    lower.
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1         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  But obviously there is a

2    significant disagreement about what the General

3    Assembly meant when they said that, obviously, as we

4    have heard today and in other cases.

5                  But just from a practical standpoint

6    the argument has been made in several different

7    instances that because your investments go in

8    throughout the course of the year, an averaging makes

9    more sense than just looking at the snapshot at the

10    end.

11         MR. FLYNN:  I think that, yes, that we -- the

12    record in this case indicates that there is about an

13    $8 million a year revenue difference between the

14    averaging approach and the year-end approach.  Ameren

15    wouldn't accept that that eight million is an

16    over-charge or somehow an over-collection of revenue

17    requirement.  It's the regimen that the General

18    Assembly set up in our view, and it is the one that

19    goes hand-in-hand the investment commitments that

20    Ameren is making.

21         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Thank you.  Anything else?

22                         (No response.)
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1                  All right.  Thank you very much.  We

2    are going to take a brief intermission and reconvene

3    in five minutes.  Okay?  Thank you.

4                         (Whereupon the proceedings were

5                         in a short recess.)

6         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  This is again the oral

7    argument in Docket 12-0001 and now we move into the

8    second set of topics for today's oral argument.  Just

9    to refresh, they are as follows:  The appropriate

10    ratemaking treatment of accrued vacation pay and the

11    appropriate ratemaking treatment of late payment

12    revenues.

13                  First we will hear from Ameren through

14    its attorney Mark Whitt.  Mr. Whitt, you will have

15    ten minutes for both your initial presentation and

16    rebuttal.  Would you like to reserve time?

17         MR. WHITT:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Whatever

18    time I don't use, I would like to reserve for

19    rebuttal.

20         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Very good.  Thank you, sir.

21    Go right ahead.

22
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1                 ORAL ARGUMENT - TOPICS D, E

2         BY MR. WHITT:

3                  Mr. Chairman and Commissioners, I will

4    talk about accrued vacation first and then touch on

5    late payment revenue very briefly.

6                  The Proposed Order accepts the

7    proposition that Ameren Illinois' accrued liability

8    for vacation pay should be treated as an operating

9    reserve and deducted from rate base.  But saying that

10    an accrued liability is like an operating reserve

11    does not make it so.  Accruals and reserves are two

12    very different animals.

13                  An accrual by definition is simply

14    recognizing today an expense that is going to be

15    incurred at some point in the future.  And the

16    Company doesn't -- or the manner in which the Company

17    accounts for vacation pay on an accrual basis is not

18    something of the Company's own design.  That is

19    dictated by the Statement of Financial Standards

20    Accounting.  Statement Number 43 says this is how you

21    shall account for earned but not taken vacation pay.

22    So that's what the Company does in accordance with
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1    GAAP.

2                  By contrast, a reserve represents

3    actual dollars that have been collected from

4    ratepayers.  And the reason operating reserves are

5    deducted from rate base is because funds have been

6    collected from ratepayers but not yet spent for the

7    purpose in which those funds were collected.  And we

8    can look at depreciation reserve as an example.  The

9    Company depreciates its assets and sets aside the

10    money to replace machines and equipment so that when

11    the old ones break down, they have the money to buy

12    new ones.  This is basically a form of prepayment in

13    the sense that the utility is collecting money today

14    to buy machinery and equipment in the future.

15                  When we look at the accrued vacation

16    pay, the accrual does not represent funds collected

17    from ratepayers today in order to fund vacations at

18    some point in the future.  All that happens is that

19    each year the Company writes down how much vacation

20    its employees have earned that year and will be taken

21    next year and will have to be paid for.  When the

22    Company writes down what that number is, that doesn't
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1    turn the accruals suddenly into a source of cash.  It

2    is not that different than if you or I have a

3    vacation fund and we write down we think this is what

4    it is going to cost to go to Disney World.  Writing

5    down that number doesn't cause a pot of money to

6    appear in which you can then use to go to Disney

7    World.

8                  There simply is no fund where

9    ratepayer dollars are in effect added to a jar as a

10    vacation fund that employees then dip into before

11    they go on vacation, and employees don't get extra

12    money to go on vacation.  They get paid whatever

13    their salary or hourly rate is, and all the accrued

14    liability represents is how much they are going to be

15    paid when they are not actually at work but they are

16    instead on vacation.

17                  The cash supplied by ratepayers,

18    getting away from the accrual, when you look at the

19    actual cash ratepayers are providing, that will show

20    up in the revenue requirement or as part of wages and

21    salaries.  And we can look at the FERC Form 1 for any

22    given year which will show what was paid for wages
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1    and salaries, and that figure is going to include

2    basically compensated time off.  So given that the

3    FERC Form 1 information is available, the actual

4    costs of compensating the employees can come right

5    out of the FERC Form 1, it isn't clear to us why it

6    is even necessary to look at the vacation accrual for

7    ratemaking purposes or for formula rates.

8                  The effect of deducting the accrued

9    vacation accrual -- the accrued vacation from rate

10    base is simply to deprive -- it deprives the Company

11    of the money that it needs to pay these compensated

12    absences.

13         COMMISSION O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Mr. Whitt, just so

14    I can grapple with this, so what you are saying is

15    that the vacation time is accrued in one year but it

16    is not caught up until the next year, is that --

17         MR. WHITT:  That's correct, Commissioner.  What

18    happens in any given year, actually I believe it may

19    even be on a monthly basis, employees earn vacation

20    time for periods of service.  And as the vacation is

21    earned, it is accounted for as an accrued liability,

22    because Joe Employee now has ten days of vacation and
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1    the value of that is going to show up in the accrual.

2    What's also happening is that Joe Employee or his

3    colleagues are also taking vacation that same year.

4    And as they take vacation, then the accrual is drawn

5    down.

6                  So it is really an accounting

7    mechanism that keeps track of vacation that is earned

8    and then vacation that is actually taken.

9         COMMISSIONER COLGAN:  How much time can an

10    employee accrue in vacation and what period of time

11    are they required to take the vacation or is there

12    something in the policies where a person could

13    actually cash in their vacation time rather than take

14    it, in which case they would in effect be paid twice

15    for the same period of time?  How do those policies

16    work?

17         MR. WHITT:  Commissioner, I am afraid I would

18    have to phone a friend to get an accurate answer to

19    that question, and I will use maybe 20 seconds of my

20    time to do that.

21                         (Pause.)

22                 Okay.  Commissioner, my understanding is
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1    that vacation -- again, it depends on length of

2    service, but an employee can basically bank two to

3    six weeks of vacation.  They don't get their cash in

4    hand until retirement.  There are circumstances that

5    if they don't use it then, they would get it then.

6         COMMISSIONER COLGAN:  But when they hit, say,

7    six weeks, when they hit the six weeks, they either

8    take it or lose it?

9         MR. WHITT:  That's correct.  And to the extent

10    there is any sort of timing difference between what

11    ratepayers are paying to the Company in their rates

12    that reflects some portion for vacation, there could

13    be a timing difference there.  But that's more than

14    adequately compensated or accounted for in the cash

15    working requirement calculation, and that's how we

16    believe or what we believe to be the proper

17    ratemaking treatment, should be through cash working

18    capital, not through a rate base deduction for the

19    accrual.

20                  On late payment revenue, the Company

21    is not moved to the concern about 58 percent of the

22    late payment revenue not being allocated to FERC
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1    tariffs for transmission of power supply.  But that

2    doesn't change the fact that only 42 percent of late

3    payment revenue is attributable to DS customers.  So

4    what will happen is, if you require that 100 percent

5    of late payment revenue go to the DS customer, in a

6    way that really trades one perceived injustice for

7    another, in the sense that if DS customers are

8    getting the benefit of 100 percent of late payment

9    revenues, that means power supply and transmission

10    customers' allocation is zero.

11                  And we think the appropriate way to

12    address this allocation generally is through a rate

13    redesign proceeding and Rider PER where the facts and

14    circumstances can be looked at in an equitable

15    allocation rate.

16                  I will reserve the four remaining

17    minutes.

18         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Whitt.

19    Next we will hear from Nicole Luckey representing

20    Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission and

21    participating via video conference in Chicago.  You

22    will have ten minutes.  Would you like to reserve any
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1    time?

2         MS. LUCKEY:  I would like to reserve two

3    minutes for rebuttal.

4         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Very good.  Go right ahead.

5                 ORAL ARGUMENT - TOPICS D, E

6         BY MS. LUCKEY:

7                  Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and

8    Commissioners.  My name is Nicole Luckey and I will

9    be addressing the appropriate ratemaking treatment of

10    accrued vacation pay on behalf of Staff of the

11    Illinois Commerce Commission.  Staff will not have

12    any comments regarding Issue E, Late Payment Revenue.

13                  I have only a few brief statements to

14    make on this issue.  Staff supports the Proposed

15    Order's conclusion to treat accrued vacation pay as

16    operating expense for three reasons.

17                  First, the liability for accrued

18    vacation pay recorded on AIC's books does indeed

19    represent a source of non-investor supplied capital

20    which is correctly to be characterized as operating

21    reserve and deducted from rate base.

22                  Second, basic ratemaking principles
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1    requires that if the related accumulated deferred

2    income tax or ADIT debit balances are included in

3    rate base, then the accrued liabilities giving rise

4    to those deferred balances should be included and the

5    operating reserves deducted from rate base.

6                  Third, the Company characterizes

7    accrued vacation pay as short term in nature, accrued

8    and paid within a year.  However, as this Commission

9    recognized in the ComEd formula rate proceeding, the

10    balance on vacation pay remains constant from one

11    year to the next, due to the fact that the Company's

12    employees use vacation pay and then accrue more

13    vacation pay.

14                  It is Staff's opinion that,

15    particularly in these first formula rate proceedings

16    which are new to our Commission, consistent

17    regulatory treatment is of the utmost importance.

18    Despite the Company's arguments to the contrary,

19    there are no discernible differences in the facts in

20    this proceeding and in the parallel ComEd formula

21    rate proceeding on this issue that would warrant

22    different regulatory treatment of the same item.
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1                  Thus, Staff supports the Proposed

2    Order's conclusion on the treatment of accrued

3    vacation pay and urges the Commission to adopt this

4    conclusion in its Final Order.

5         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Just one question, Ms. Luckey.

6    You said that because -- it deserves a different

7    treatment because vacation time is being used as well

8    as being earned in a given year.  But those numbers

9    could change from year to year.  That's not

10    necessarily a zero sum, is it?

11         MS. LUCKEY:  Not necessarily.  But like you

12    said, you know, that may change over time but in sum

13    it remains constant.

14         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Constant in terms of the

15    actual number or constant in terms of the fact that

16    there is both time being used as well as being

17    earned?

18         MS. LUCKEY:  The latter.

19         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Okay.  Thanks.  Commissioner

20    McCabe.

21         COMMISSIONER McCABE:  In the Company's briefs

22    they say that in the last gas and electric cases
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1    there wasn't any deduction to rate base?

2         MS. LUCKEY:  That's right.  This was not

3    proposed in that particular proceeding.  The first

4    time this was proposed was in ComEd's formula rate

5    proceeding.  But it also has not been rejected by the

6    Commission prior to this year end.

7         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Have you done an

8    analysis of what the -- you noted the Commonwealth

9    Edison case, what their vacation policies are and

10    have you done -- can you point me to some of the

11    offers in this record that support your contention

12    that we should do the same thing we have done in the

13    other proceeding?

14         MS. LUCKEY:  No, Commissioner, Staff has not

15    addressed that in any of its testimony or its briefs.

16    But it becomes clear to me as well that the Company

17    hasn't addressed this as I know that Mr. Whitt had to

18    check with his witnesses regarding the Company's

19    policies.

20         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  But it is Staff's

21    recommendation that we should follow what we did in

22    the ComEd case, and you have just suggested that it
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1    is the same issues, the same facts.  So I am asking

2    what can I look to in this record that would give me

3    guidance on that.

4         MS. LUCKEY:  I suppose I would simply have to

5    point you to the fact that there are no facts on the

6    record which would indicate that a different

7    treatment is warranted.  There is an absence of

8    facts.

9         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  And conversely

10    there is an absence of facts that it should be

11    treated similarly, correct?

12         MS. LUCKEY:  Not in Staff's opinion, no.

13         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Thank you, Ms. Luckey.  Next

14    up is the Citizens Utility Board represented by

15    Orijit Ghoshal.  You will have ten minutes.  Would

16    you like to reserve time?

17         MR. GHOSHAL:  Two minutes, please.

18         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Very good.  Go right ahead.

19                 ORAL ARGUMENT - TOPICS D, E

20         BY MR. GHOSHAL:

21                  Mr. Chairman, Commissioners, good

22    afternoon.  My name is Orijit Ghoshal.  I will be
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1    addressing accrued vacation pay and late payment

2    reserves.

3                  On accrued vacation pay, the Proposed

4    Order correctly found that there was no discernible

5    difference in facts that would lead to a different

6    conclusion in this docket.  The Proposed Order,

7    therefore, adopted the AG/AARP adjustment to remove

8    $11.7 million from Ameren's rate base as an operating

9    reserve.

10                  Despite what Mr. Whitt says about

11    operating reserves, an operating reserve is defined

12    in the record as an expense that has been accrued but

13    not yet paid.  As an operating reserve, the $11.7

14    million AG/AARP adjustment is represented on the

15    Company's balance sheet as an ongoing liability.

16    Looking at any monthly balance of the accrued

17    vacation pay account, as Mr. Whitt claims on oral

18    argument it accrues on a monthly basis, Ameren

19    records vacation pay as an accrued liability on that

20    monthly basis and ratepayers pay for the labor

21    expense that includes that vacation pay on an ongoing

22    monthly basis.
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1                  However, Ameren claims that because

2    the accrued vacation pay is due and payable within

3    one year, customers do not finance the expense prior

4    to the ICC's issuance of an Order in this proceeding.

5    So the Company claims that it will always be behind

6    on cash collections on this item.

7                  However, Staff, AG/AARP and CUB all

8    demonstrate in the record that cash is on hand

9    because vacation accrual each year is ongoing.

10    Unlike writing down a budget for a hypothetical

11    Disney trip as Mr. Whitt proposes, this is an ongoing

12    actual balance that, especially under the EIMA, one

13    would expect would increase each year.

14         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  Why would that

15    increase each year?

16         MR. GHOSHAL:  Because there is a mandated

17    amount in the statute, an amount of investment that

18    is required, and presumably some of that investment

19    goes to hire staff and pay for staff and more staff

20    to carry out the investments that are required under

21    16-108.5.

22         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  But aren't these
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1    vacation balances -- I mean, it is kind of money in,

2    money out based on the timing of the employees taking

3    vacation or not taking vacation.  And each day or

4    each month that goes by, the balance goes up and it

5    also goes down based on what -- it is not a constant

6    number; it is a variable number.

7         MR. GHOSHAL:  It is a variable number,

8    Commissioner, you are correct.  But the accountant

9    witnesses in this case found that even that variable

10    number varies within a constant band.  That is, there

11    is an ongoing constant positive balance.  So it is

12    not like that all of the vacation pay is taken out at

13    any particular time and the account goes to zero.

14    That -- there is -- there are no facts in the record

15    to indicate that that's the case.

16         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  And with regard

17    to Commissioner McCabe's earlier question about the

18    other cases that the Commission has entertained this

19    argument and the conclusions that they have reached,

20    how do you square that with your proposal and the

21    Proposed Order in this instance?

22         MR. GHOSHAL:  Yes, Commissioner.  As the answer
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1    to Commissioner McCabe's question made clear, this

2    hasn't been proposed in other cases.  So to be clear,

3    it has not been rejected by the Commission in any

4    case.  This was proposed in Commonwealth Edison's

5    initial formula rate case just a few months ago, and

6    the Proposed and Final Order found in favor of the

7    adjustment.

8         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  I think she noted

9    cases that were several years ago.  Commissioner

10    McCabe can correct me, but I think she cited two

11    different dockets that were --

12         COMMISSIONER McCABE:  The last gas and electric

13    cases.

14         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  The last gas and

15    electric cases for Ameren, I believe.

16         MR. GHOSHAL:  Sorry, what about those cases?

17         COMMISSIONER O'CONNELL-DIAZ:  They came to an

18    opposite conclusion that you are suggesting we should

19    come to.

20         MR. GHOSHAL:  I may be incorrect, but my

21    understanding is that this adjustment was not

22    proposed in those cases.  So Commissioner McCabe is
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1    correct that this treatment wasn't made to rate base

2    in those cases because the proposal was not made in

3    those cases.  Does that answer your question?

4                  On late payment revenues, the Proposed

5    Order concludes correctly that AG/AARP's adjustment

6    should be adopted because it is not proper that

7    Ameren's late payment revenues are not used to offset

8    its revenues requirement.  The Proposed Order

9    correctly found that late payments and the late fees

10    imposed thereon are attributable to a customer's

11    entire bill, and that to credit only a portion of

12    ratepayer supplied funds from Ameren's Account 450

13    for forfeited discounts results in a windfall to

14    shareholders.

15                  Although Ameren claims that its

16    delivery service rates should be tied only to costs

17    associated with electric delivery services, as the

18    Proposed Order notes, customer deposits are assessed

19    and based upon the entire customer bill size

20    including power supply and transmission costs.  As

21    customer deposits are treated as 100 percent ICC

22    jurisdictional, their entire cost is recovered
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1    through delivery service revenue requirements.  The

2    Proposed Order also provides examples of state and

3    local taxes which are treated similarly.

4                  Ameren agrees on oral argument that

5    there could be a problem, that there is gap between

6    the 42 percent and 100 percent of the late payment

7    revenues.  And to rectify that problem, Ameren

8    proposes that there should be another proceeding.

9    And there is no problem in CUB's mind with having

10    another proceeding, but in the meantime there should

11    not be a windfall to shareholders of this 58 percent

12    of late payment revenues which are paid entirely by

13    Ameren's customers.

14                  Ratepayers should be refunded that

15    amount -- or excuse me, ratepayers should be credited

16    that amount through a credit to the revenue

17    requirement.  This conclusion is consistent with the

18    Commission's May 29 Order in 11-0721 where the

19    Commission approved the application of a similar

20    adjustment based on ComEd's last rate case, 10-0467.

21    In that case the Commission addressed ComEd's proper

22    jurisdictional allocation of late payment revenues.
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1                  ComEd had proposed to retain a

2    substantial share of its late payment revenues for

3    shareholders through a revenue-based allocation

4    factor like Ameren proposes with its 42 percent.  Yet

5    the Commission rejected the company's proposed

6    allocation and accepted the adjustment proposed by

7    then AG/CUB witness Brosch.

8                  To be consistent with prior rate cases

9    and because there is no reason to provide a windfall

10    to Ameren's shareholders in the meantime, the

11    Proposed Order's treatment of late payment revenues

12    should be affirmed.

13                  If there are no other questions, I

14    would like to reserve the remainder of my time.

15         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Okay.  You have got three

16    minutes then.  Thanks.  And next up we will hear from

17    Karen Lusson of the Office of the Attorney General.

18    You will have ten minutes, Ms. Lusson.  Would you

19    like to reserve any time?

20         MS. LUSSON:  Yes, Commissioner.  I said I would

21    like to reserve two minutes.

22         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Very good.  Go right ahead.
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1                ORAL ARGUMENT - TOPICS D, E

2         BY MS. LUSSON:

3                  Commissioners, we do agree with the

4    Proposed Order.  We believe the ALJs got it right and

5    they supported the conclusion of our witness AG/AARP

6    witness Brosch, that the full amount of late payment

7    revenues, rather than the 41.89 percent of revenues

8    that Ameren recognized in its proposed revenue

9    requirement, should be credited to the recognition of

10    customer revenues.  That has the effect of lowering

11    the revenue requirement as compared to Ameren's

12    proposal.

13                  The Company says the 41.89 percent

14    allocator represents the percentage of revenues from

15    a customer's electric bill that generates the late

16    payment charges for electric delivery service, and

17    Ameren wants to treat as non-jurisdictional for

18    ratemaking purposes the other 58.1 percent of late

19    payment revenues.

20                  The result is that the balance of the

21    late payment charge revenues is not being credited to

22    reduce the revenue requirement and will be retained
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1    by shareholders.  The problem with Ameren's proposed

2    treatment is that Ameren has not attributed any of

3    the non-electric distribution late payment charge

4    revenues to the FERC's jurisdiction.  Wholesale

5    transmission services are regulated by FERC,

6    regulated by the FERC, and Ameren submits annual

7    formula rate adjustment applications to the FERC to

8    update its open access transmission rates based upon

9    current costs and revenues.

10                  So when allocations are aligned or

11    conformed between the Commission and FERC

12    jurisdictions, Ameren would recover 100 percent of

13    its costs overall after consideration is given to its

14    expenses in rate base investments and revenue

15    requirement credits.  But Ameren does not allocate

16    any portion of its late payment revenues to the FERC

17    jurisdiction for ratemaking purposes, and it does not

18    provide services in any jurisdictions other than

19    Illinois to FERC.

20                  Again, as other attorneys have pointed

21    out, in Docket 10-0467 the Commission addressed the

22    proper jurisdictional allocation of late payment
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1    revenues, and in that case ComEd proposed retaining a

2    substantial share of its late payment revenues for

3    its shareholders through, again, revenue-based

4    allocators similar to Ameren.

5                  Again, your May 29 Order rejected that

6    proposed allocation methodology, and Ameren simply

7    has not presented any evidence why it should be

8    treated differently in this docket.

9                  Ameren's proposed treatment of late

10    payment revenues, again, is nearly identical to

11    ComEd's except that it goes even farther by not

12    crediting any of its late payment charge revenues to

13    the FERC jurisdiction for ratemaking purposes, and

14    thus retaining it for shareholders.

15                  So consistent with your decision in

16    the 10-0467 docket, these late payment revenues must

17    be allocated to the revenue requirement in this

18    instance to prevent a windfall to shareholders.

19                  In addition, Ameren's proposed

20    treatment of late payment revenues is inconsistent

21    with its treatment of other customer-provided funds.

22    So Ameren has said, well, this is only -- the late
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1    payment revenue is only associated with delivery

2    service should be allocated in this formula

3    ratemaking proceeding.  But as an example, customer

4    deposits are assessed based on relative size of the

5    anticipated customer bills, and such deposits serve

6    to secure payments for all portions of the bill,

7    including the recovery of power supply, transmission,

8    distribution costs, recovery.

9                  The point is, this adjustment adopted

10    in the Proposed Order is consistent with that

11    treatment.

12                  With respect to vacation pay as

13    operating reserve, the critical point is that the

14    liability for vacation pay represents the total

15    vacation pay accrued in excess of what has actually

16    been paid.  It is a source of non-investor supplied

17    funds that must be deducted from rate base.  And as

18    the Proposed Order correctly noted, vacation pay is

19    an accrued expense recorded on a company's balance

20    sheet, and it represents the liability existing on

21    the company's books associated with vacation time

22    earned by employees.
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1                  This, like other accrued expenses, it

2    is recorded for employees services before

3    compensation is paid, and as a result there is lag

4    between the time vacation pay is accrued -- is paid

5    and when it is accrued.

6                  Ameren's accrued liability for

7    vacation pay must be treated as an operating reserve.

8    It is an expense that has not -- has been accrued but

9    not yet paid, and it should be deducted from rate

10    base.

11                  Again, Ameren failed to provide any

12    evidence that the issue should be treated as you have

13    treated in ComEd's 11-0721 docket in your May 29

14    Order.  Now, Ameren has said, well, we will make it

15    that it would be adjusted in the cash working capital

16    study, that lag in payment.  But the evidence shows

17    that Ameren failed to account for the longer vacation

18    pay lag in its cash working capital, and thus the

19    accrued liability represents, again, a source of

20    non-investor funds that should be deducted from rate

21    base.

22                  I would point out, too, that regular
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1    payroll expense, in its cash work capital study

2    Ameren did allocate the lag for employee payroll

3    expense but did not incorporate an adjustment for

4    vacation pay.  And the payroll expense has a lag of

5    11.39 days, whereas vacation pay can be done as much

6    as a year.  And so the liability for vacation pay

7    represents the total vacation pay accrued in excess

8    of what's actually been paid.  Again, it is a source

9    of non-investor supplied funds that should be

10    deducted from rate base.  And to be consistent with

11    how this was treated in the ComEd docket, the

12    Commission should adopt it in this docket.

13                  And I will reserve any time I have for

14    rebuttal.

15         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Questions?

16                         (No response.)

17                  We are back with the rebuttal phase

18    now.  Mr. Whitt, you will have three minutes.

19         MR. WHITT:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

20               REBUTTAL ARGUMENT - TOPICS D, E

21         BY MR. WHITT:

22                  The formula rate law says that, in
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1    reviewing the Company's initial formula rate tariff,

2    that the Commission is to be consistent with prior

3    law and practice.  I am paraphrasing that rather than

4    reading from the statute.  And as has been alluded

5    to, neither one of the adjustments we are talking

6    about has ever been ordered for Ameren Illinois

7    before.  The only precedence cited here is the ComEd

8    case which, as we know, is very recent.  There is no

9    history before that of this adjustment.

10                  And I think as we all recognize, in

11    every rate case there seems to be a handful of issues

12    that parties tend to focus on and litigate.  I don't

13    represent ComEd and I can't say I followed that

14    particularly closely, but there are particular issues

15    emphasized in different cases.

16                  The last electric case that I argued

17    on behalf of Ameren, some of you will recall,

18    involved the depreciation reserve issue under the old

19    ratemaking when we were dealing with a situation of

20    three prior cases that were favorable to the Company.

21    There was a Commission Order that came out adverse to

22    us, and this isn't that different than that
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1    situation.

2                  Suffice it to say, the Commission can

3    decide each case based on its own record.  And if

4    there was something done incorrectly before, that's

5    not a reason to perpetuate an incorrect ratemaking

6    treatment.

7                  Both counsels said numerous times

8    that, you know, the vacation accrual is a source of

9    non-investor supplied funds.  It is not.  There is no

10    reason to treat something that is not an operating

11    reserve as if it were an operating reserve.  I use

12    the example of depreciation.  Another one would be

13    ADIT.

14                  ADIT arises because ratepayers are

15    furnishing more money for the Company to pay income

16    taxes than what the Company is actually paying.  The

17    difference there is ADIT.  We take it out of rate

18    base because the Company has money in hand that it

19    has been supplied with for paying taxes; it hasn't

20    paid those taxes yet.  That is not what is happening

21    with vacation pay.

22                  We have this accounting standard
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1    because the accounting authorities don't believe that

2    it is wise to -- well, in the absence of FAS 43 what

3    would happen is you would see spikes in financial

4    statements where, you know, labor expense peaks and

5    you have these big peaks at spring break and at

6    Christmas and in August.  To smooth those out, we

7    have the accounting standard that says you have to

8    account for that up front so investors know what the

9    liability is.  That's all it is.  Writing it down

10    doesn't mean the money appears to pay it.  The cash

11    is completely different.  It is part of labor

12    expense.  You can keep saying it is non-investor

13    supplied funds; it just isn't.

14                  Thank you.

15         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Ms. Luckey, you have got five

16    and a half minutes, if you need it.

17         MS. LUCKEY:  Staff only has one point on

18    rebuttal.

19               REBUTTAL ARGUMENT - TOPICS D, E

20         BY MS. LUCKEY:

21                  The Company points out that the

22    parties identify only one prior instance where the
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1    Commission deducted accrued vacation liability

2    balance from rate base, the recent ComEd formula rate

3    proceeding, and that they have never applied this

4    treatment to Ameren in the past.  But Staff would

5    counter by pointing out that the Company also has not

6    identified any past instances where a recommendation

7    to reduce a utility's rate base for accrued vacation

8    liability was rejected by the Commission.

9                  Thank you.

10         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Thank you, Ms. Luckey.

11    Mr. Ghoshal, you have got three minutes if you would

12    like it.

13         MR. GHOSHAL:  No rebuttal, thank you.

14         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Ms. Lusson?

15               REBUTTAL ARGUMENT - TOPICS D, E

16         BY MS. LUSSON:

17                  Just very briefly, Commissioners,

18    Mr. Whitt indicated that, again as Ms. Luckey has

19    stated, that there is only the one case prior to that

20    these adjustments have been made.  The bottom line is

21    the Company has the burden of defending its proposed

22    ratemaking treatment.  That's Illinois law, Illinois
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1    Cardigan versus Illinois Commerce Commission, Supreme

2    Court case.  The Company always retains the burden of

3    proving that its ratemaking is reasonable.

4    Intervenors need not make a single adjustment in a

5    case.  It is the Company that has to defend its

6    ratemaking proposals.

7                  And in terms of there not being these

8    adjustments in prior cases, to the extent that's

9    true, it is because those adjustments were not

10    proposed and the Commission did not weigh in on it.

11                  So, again, we think the record

12    evidence supports these adjustments just as the

13    Proposed Order concluded.

14                  Thank you.

15         CHAIRMAN SCOTT:  Okay.  That concludes today's

16    oral argument.  On behalf of the Commission I thank

17    the parties for their presentations today.  This

18    argument may be marked as heard and taken, and this

19    meeting stands adjourned.  Thank you, everyone.

20                      HEARD AND TAKEN

21

22


